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■JUDGMENT:

DR. SYED MUHAMMAD ANWER, J: Through this 

Shariat Petition, the petitioner has challenged section 9(1 )(2)(3) and 

section 10 of The Offences Against Property (Enforcement Of Hudood) 

Ordinance 1979 The petitioner claims that according to Quran the 

punishment for theft is amputation of hand only. According to her claim 

the punishment of theft as mentioned in Section 9 in the Offences 

Against Property (Enforcement Of Hudood) Ordinance 1979 (hereinafter 

referred as the Ordinance) is un-Islamic Similarly she also challenged 

section 10 of the Ordinance, stating that the cases under which 

implementation of Hadd Punishment of amputation of hand is exempted 

is also un-Islamic. She claimed in her petition

i. That the punishment of theft according to Quran is 

amputation of hand only.

li. For theft forgiveness, return of stolen property and 

repentance aie prescribed.

iii. The cutting off of hand, foot and crucifixion is described as 

punishment for fasad fil al-ard.

iv. Imprisonment is prescribed for fahaashi (fornication)

v. She also stated that awarding punishments on the basis of 

one’s own desire or bringing changes in prescribed 

punishments is considered as work of Phaiaoh.

vi Severe punishment is prescribed for those who write or say 

something against the Holy Quran

vn. According to the verses of the Holy Quran, Sunnah of Allah 

is the Quran
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viii According to the verses of the Holy Quran, the Quran is 

Wahi (Revelation). The Holy Prophet used to decide all 

issue in the light of the Quran

2. She has supported her claim by verses Nos 5 38,5 33,34,

4.15,16, 7.120-124, 39.23, 45 6, 2.79, 2.174, 48 23, 53:1-5, 28.85, 

44 05 These verses prescribed punishments for theft, Fasad, Hiraba and 

fornication. Some of the verses discussed other issues not apparently 

related to the issue in the petition directly

3. She also made verbal argument at some length in which she

mainly remained focused on Verse 38 of Surah al-Maidah:

yl§5 L z ?  t o T # Ijxidli iS jliJ li  J j lD ls

"As to the thief, male or female, cut off his or her hands, a 

punishment by way of example, from Allah, for their crime, and 

Allah is Exalted in power "

4. She made it a point that the punishment for theft is only and

only the amputation of hand even if someone commits a theft of one 

rupee his or her hand should be amputated. She is in favor of strict 

interpretation of the verse of the Quran, to the extent that this verse

(38 al Maida) talks only about adult male and adult female so if a 

transgender commits the crime of theft the punishment of amputation is 

not applicable in that case While arguing she was not clear about the 

definition of “hand” to which extent it will be cut when the punishment

of amputation of hand is imposed Whether it is to be cut from palm.
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or up to the wrist or to the elbow, and which hand is to be cut left or 

right? She stated in her petition

5 .  After hearing the arguments of the petitioner and going 

through the points she made in the petition we have examined all the 

relevant aspects related to the issue and thoroughly reviewed each and 

every Clause and Sub-section of the Section 9 and Section 10 of the 

Ordinance from the touchstone of Holy Quran and Sunnah as required 

under Article 203 D of the Constitution We are also mindful of the fact 

that the specific point of view of the petitioner related to punishment of 

theft as mentioned in the Ordinance needs some deliberations.

6. Before dilating each clause and sub-section of the impugned 

sections we consider it necessary to elucidate the understanding 

regarding the inseparable linkage between the Quran and Sunnah al-Nabi 

to understand Islamic Injunctions in accordance with principles of 

jurisprudence set by the Muslim jurists. There are plenty of Quranic 

verses like 132-3, 93.5, 158.7. 46:8, etc which tell us that Sunnah of 

the Holy Prophet Muhammad ((^> Jb>  j'o*) is binding on every Muslim

It is part of our faith [ Ref 64 4, 80 4,52 24,31 3 etc.] Hence without 

understanding and acting upon Sunnah we cannot follow or understand 

the injunctions of Islam. The crux of the subject can be understood from 

this verse-
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and whatsoever the messenger gives you take it and 

whatsoever he forbiddeth, abstain from it ” (59-7)

7. In addition to that, the Quran states the importance of

thorough Muslim scholars is also, at times, required to interpret its

verses The Quran says

>/\$ y i p ’ i i f  J u k i  l o t  i i u  a i t  j j 5 i  j j l i

15 lie u  I d jU  4J L £ j to  ^  j  3  (lid t k U

© v U ^ l >jW

“He it is Who has sent down to thee the Book: In it are verses 

basic or fundamental (of established meaning); they are the 

foundation of the Book others are allegorical. But those m whose 

hearts is perversity follow the part thereof that is allegorical, 

seeking discord, and searching for its hidden meanings, but no one 

knows its hidden meanings except Allah And those who are 

firmlv grounded in knowledge say We believe in the Book, the 

whole of it is from our Lord " and none will grasp the Message 

except men of understanding” [Aal-e-Imran 7 translation, Yusaf 

Ali , Emphasis added]

This verse of the Holy Quran tells us that the Quran at most of the 

times uses words termed as Muhkamat and sometimes it uses

words which the Quran termed as Mutashabihat (e^t>) for which

interpretation is required To understand their meanings the Muslim 

jurists or scholars who have firmly grounded knowledge can guide us 

Consequent to this verse and many others verses, number of Islamic 

Jurists over the last fifteen centuries have developed the principles of 

interpretation of dictates of Allah as prescribed in the Holy Quran They
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have developed as whole subject for that purpose known as Principles of 

Islamic Jurisprudence or Usui al Fiqh J H’l). There is plenty of

literature of Usui al Fiqh explaining the rules for interpretation of verses 

of the Quran in a systematic, disciplined and uniformed way. [Some of 

the prominent works are Usul-i-Shashi, al-Wajeez , Janna al Usui , etc ] 

The Usuliyeen categorized the words of the Quran in many categories 

according to their use, meaning, context and legal impact etc

8. A need was surfaced, from the arguments of the petitioner,

to understand the methodology of use of words in the Quran in the

general (fl*) sense, and the use of the words of the Quran in specific

(t/£ ) sense in accordance with the principles set by the Jurists. This

need was surfaced in this case when the petitioner relied only on a verse 

of Quran (38 al-Maidah) and her saying that only it is enough to 

implement the punishment of Hadd of Theft Looking objectively, it is a 

small verse but to be obeyed and followed in a uniformed and systematic 

way at the state level it needs interpretation and explanation With 

reference to this case the verse 38 al-Maidah clearly states a punishment 

for commission of theft, but the questions like- upon whom Hadd of 

theft is to be implemented ? Which action of a person amounts to theft ? 

What are the ingredients of theft9 Who will be exempted from this Hadd 

to be implemented9 Under which circumstances a person will be 

exempted to be punished for Hadd of theft9 Is the value of the thing 

which is stolen relevant for the implementation of punishment of HadcH
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From which place and under which condition a thing is to be stolen 

which amounts to constitute theft liable to Hadd ? If a person, takes a 

thing of other person, who has access in normal routine to a place where 

the stolen thing was placed on the basis of relations, like brothers and 

sisters, or parents and their siblings or husband and wife etc living in a 

house will that act amount to theft liable to the punishment of Hadd or 

not? Naturally these all and many other similar questions need answers 

for uniform administration law and justice in a society. Their answers 

are available in Sunnah and their explanations are made by the great 

scholars of the Islamic Jurisprudence in accordance with certain set 

principles of Islamic Jurisprudence ( Usui al-Fiqh )

9. This issue had been discussed and decided by the Shariat

Appellate Bench in a much elaborated way [Ref PLD 1983 FSC p 255], 

It is a long judgment following paragraphs authored by Justice Pir 

Karam Shah is reproduced below being relevant to this case

' J ' S ' S j  'Jb-'UUf-U'0 ^  i f  l bjjV l '

U ‘6) ( j i i ^ 4^ l J y  ^ \j? llU ( j i fe s i fU J I 'U U U 3 

UV"JH j d y J 'J d ’  ̂f t  (d  | / ) f  ^  (\J "Jjt* f

) J? 8) J  iTwJf  Od1̂ -

<jy cUv-- f f * z  ̂  b 8! y  u  f  i e f1
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OK -ic-'U1 S j fc  O J ~ O  J '1 f  ~K *' J l  i—s  ^ ’bs ' 4 c 2  f- —̂ - J ?

f  jK I O1̂ 1 <£- (J->f j ^  i f  A  \ f  >'•' —  S A  -* w-:  f -  J-*> 0 J l^ 1 ̂

i>j' j ”  ^  - j y  tv  y 3 Jljt: e" J>>jZ j>. \J~ y  j r  i— J& 'J j Z—s  (~ f '-r'

7>\fjKij\Jy( c—\jO  bJ'b^J jllk. b-1 J  \ j f I ,  f  ~ f ~ 1 -■131 f  j u®3£JjI 

^i/l?yz\Jt f  s  1 a / C ^— -U (̂_/(̂ j i »  j»_̂ u3' _lov 2_ fl/ >fziji

jb> Zl i/ll J f  If/i f  -L(L -O K  o ^ J * \ j £ ( m f j

csK  j /Y jy  j u s  cl. ( A  L " ^ A T \) i  t *  iij / /  iu J >  j i c  A 1 * - f -

tL- OK £+»' « K Ij J " J u (,/i 2— w£M. J? K \ j / y j l j ' 1 uj/^ efjO (j" £P*

£j)<

j£ j}\>/ jsL/  A £— f’b ^  A ^ j l U I j O j ^ J ^ ” i f 1

i / j i r  J ’b;1 / t  J\f> c—.-' oj£  f j l £ - l J  1f j f  l/ 1

Oti'jzl ̂ j i i /o  o 's  o c O s  f f  f  o f ^ f  ̂—f o  j £.

ij jZ of f f  i f . o f i j - 'A

J L J r r t j f  c J c x d ^ d j ^

[Ref p. 372  of PLD 1983  FSC 255  ]

j) c - A  ̂  \^ ( f  j  !/uy. u >  i f  o' V  A o k  C  b 6 >  oV-v ;,v x ^ jolU  i

o 1/-J: S j i  ,<yy j ' / ^ L  T(ji »\j2 j f *  <L L. I - fo b . f c f f  \j\

~ e L ~ ) J ) \ \ j  ~ & f l f  (J-'L*

J i J  6 ^ 5  ^  J f  j j  U a ^ i  i U  i$ c ^ j i  4ii J 9I 5

(4 m) . a a & ^ ij!
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s  /  ^  ■ j 'i
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[p  375 ] - £ u >

10.  In the same judgment, the note of Justice Muhammad Taqi

Usmani has also discussed the same point in detail which contains many 

relevant reference also The relevant portion of that note is reproduced 

below:

£ £  £  j~ Jr JP"* ̂  £  -—' (~S

iLjS  X tjV J / , £  £  rCP  /  J l  l>lf U jV *  d  £-

-iS 'SL ^C ^v S  dS  <wt

t f f i d p  C)
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[Ref p 419 ofPLD 1983 FSC 255]
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11. Without going into further detail we will examine the

impugned section 9 in accordance with the Article 203-D of the

Constitution to analyze whether it is m accordance with Islamic

Injunction or not as fundamentally required by the Article 203-D of the

Constitution For reference impugned section 9 (1) (2) (3) of the

Ordinance is reproduced below for reference

“9. Punishment of theft liable to 'hadd': (1) Whoever 

commits theft liable to ’hadd' for the first time shall be 

punished with amputation of his right hand from the joint of 

the wrist.

(2) Whoever commits theft liable to 'hadd' for the second 

time shall be punished with amputation of his left foot up to 

the ankle

(3) Whoever commits theft liable to 'hadd' for the third 

time, or any time subsequent thereto, shall be punished with 

imprisonment for life.”

The Hadd punishment for theft is prescribed by Allah Almighty in the 

following verse of the Holy Quran

As for a man or a woman who commits theft, cut off the hands of 

both to punish them for what they earned, a deterrent punishment 

from Allah Allah is Mighty, Wise (al-Maidah.38)

This verse contains a general Hukum of Allah all the other necessary and 

related questions are explained m Ahdith and other sources of Shariah as 

discussed in Paras 6 to 10 supra The following Ahadith, opinion of the 

rightly guided caliphs, continuous practice of the ummah upon which
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there is consensus of the Muslim jurists (Ijina) are the Islamic basis of 

the impugned section 9 (1) (2) (3):

A Hadith narrated by Hazrat Abu Hurairah (RA)

ly&ilS JjLdi J &  ik> j l i , &

“If someone commits theft then his right hand will be cut, if he commits 

it second time cut his foot, if he commit it again cut his hand and he 

comes again then cut his foot.” [Ref Sunnan-Dar-Qutni Vol 4 No. 

3392, this hadith is narrated by few other sources also ].

This practice continued by the Khulfah-ur-Rashedeen during their 

period. Hazrat I bn i Abbas ( RA) narrated that-

J e  j 5 X- ̂ *5

I saw Hazrat Umar (RA) in cases of theft he would cut foot after cutting 

hand and then foot.” If someone committed theft time and again in the 

era of Hazrat Umar (RA) Hazrat Umer used to act in accordance with the 

above mentioned Hadith [Sunnan-Dar-Qutm Vol.4 No. 3393].

The saying and practice of rightly guided Caliphs being close companion 

of the Prophet > Jb >  Jn J~‘) are also an important source of

interpretation of the Quran and Sunnah Their opinions and action or 

judicial decisions are source of interpretation of Injunctions of Islam in 

the light of a Hadith

“The tradition of Khulafa-i-Rashedeen is a source of guidance for you” 

The Rightly Guided Caliphs delivered judgments during their period of 

Khilafah and would convict the criminals in cases of theft in the light of 

above mentioned Hadith In the opinion of Hazrat Ali (RA) if someone
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commits the theft for the third time he should be imprisoned. (al-Tashri' 

al-Jmai’ al-Islami Vol 1 p 652 )

On the basis of the verse , Ahadith and the practice of the Khulafah-ur- 

Rashedun , quoted above it is agreed upon by the Muslim scholars that 

in the first instance right hand of thief shall be cut off, and if he commits 

it a second time, his left leg shall be cut off Jurists are in agreement that 

the hand in execution of punishment of Hadd of theft is to be cut from 

the wrist [Ref. Hidayah, Bidayah wa Sinayah Vol 7] Jurists use the 

principle of usul al fiqih to understand the meaning of hand in

determinate meaning which is called (m ')  instead of indeterminate

meaning called In an indeterminate meanings, the word “hand”

can be applicable to complete arm, or a “hand up till elbow” and “ hand 

up till wrist” depending on the use and context in which this word is

used In Arabic the woid ‘J j J ’ is used for hand and foot too. Dr. Adud

al-Qadir ‘Audah also nanated opinion of the four schools of thought as 

discussed by Wahabah Zuhaili in Al fiqh ul Islami wa Addilathu as- “the

Jurists are unanimous that the word ‘Jo J  occurring in the Quranic verse

applies to both, hand and foot If thief commits offence for the first time, 

his right hand will be cut off If he commits it a second time his left foot 

will be amputated The hand and foot both are to be cut from the wrist 

and ankle joints as the case may be ” The punishment of theft as 

prescribed in section 9 of the Ordinance is in accordance to Injunction ot
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Islam [Ref. Fath al-Qachr vol 5 , Hidaya, Kanz al- Daqaiq, Bidiya wa 

Sinaya vol 7].

12.  Now we will examine impugned section 10 of the

Ordinance from the touchstone of Injunctions of Islam This section 

fundamentally explicates the list of those persons who are exempted 

from imposition of Hadd punishment for theft even if they take propelty 

of some other person without his pennission of knowledge. The basic 

reason for this exemption in every case which is enlisted in this section 

is that, at least one ingredient in their actions is missing to constitute 

theft liable to be punished for Hadd of theft, like

i Firstly, they may have implied permission to have access to Hirz 

(the safe custody where the stolen thing is kept) being blood relative or 

being spouse etc.

li. Secondly, they may have express permission to safe custody i e. 

Hirz, as in case of employee or welcomed guest, or being partner in the 

property which is stolen

iii. Thirdly, the situation under which the element of Hirz is missing 

may not constitute theft

iv . Fourthly, in some case the value of the stolen property is less than 

the Nisab (minimum prescribed amount of the stolen property necessary 

for imposition of Hadd of theft).

v. Fifthly, if theft is committed under Ikrah or Izterar (under coercion 

or duress etc ) then the punishment of Hadd shall not be implemented. 

Hence the preposition of the petitioner that any person who apparently 

commits theft must be subjected to the punishment of Hadd under all
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and any situation is not correct. When Islam suggests such a severe 

punishment for a crime as of theft then it also gives more stringent rules 

to be followed for the implementation of such punishment

13. Section 10 of the Ordinance explains the cases m which

amputation of hand shall not be imposed The impugned Section 10 

explains following situation where the punishment of Hadd in cases of 

theft is not applicable

(1) Where on the basis of relation, norm or contract, etc the accused, 

either has implied or express access to the Hirz of the property.

(2) Where the value of the stolen property is trivial or in any case it is 

less than the Nisab

(3) Where over a property there is a claim of joint ownership of the 

parties or the accused has some legal hen over the property

(4) Where theft is committed under coercion or duress

The impugned section is repioduced here :

S. 10. Cases in which Hadd shall not be imposed : 'Hadd' shall 

not be imposed in the following cases, namely -

(a) when the offender and victim of the theft are related to each 

other as-

(i) spouses,

(ii) ascendants, paternal or maternal;

(iii) descendants, paternal or maternal ;

( iv) brothers or sisters of father or mother, or

(v) brothers or sisters or their children ,

(b) when a guest has committed theft from the house of his host,

(c) when a servant or employee has committed theft from the 'hirz' 

of his master or employer to which he is allowed access;
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(d) when the stolen property is wild-grass, fish, bird, dog, pig, 

intoxicant, musical instrument or perishable foodstuffs for the 

preservation of which provision does not exist;

(e) when the offender has a share in the stolen property the value 

of which, after deduction of his share, is less than the 'msab',

(f) when a creditor steals his debtor's property the value of which 

after deduction of the amount due to him, is less than the 'nisab';

(g) when the offender has committed theft under 'ikrah' or 'iztrar' 

Explanation: In this clause-

(i) "Ikrah" means putting any person in fear of injury to the 

person, property or honour of that or any other person, and

(ii) "Iztrar" means a situation in which a person is in apprehension 

of death due to extreme hunger or thirst;

(h) when the offender, before his apprehension, has, on account of 

repentence, returned the stolen property to the victim and 

surrenders himself to the authority concerned

14. According to Islamic Law one of the necessary ingredients

that constitutes theft is that the thing which is stolen has to be m safe

custody This safe custody is called “Hirz” (j>>) Imam Ghazali states

that Hirz is a place which is considered by the owner of the thing as safe

and it depends upon the customs and usages. All the jurists agree upon

this definition of Hirz (Musua Fiqihiya , Fath al Qadir vol.5 , al Mughm

vol 7, Bidaya al-Mujtahid) The Impugned Ordinance defined Hirz as:

(d) "hirz" means an arrangement made for the custody of 
property.

Explanation 1 Property placed in a house, whether its door 
is closed or no, or in an almirah or a box or other container 
or in the custody of a person, whether he is paid for such 
custody or not, is said to be in "hirz".

Explanation 2 If a single family is living in a house, the 
entire house will constitute a single 'hirz1 but if two or more
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families are living in one house severally, the portion in the 
occupation of each family will constitute a separate 'hirz'

To punish someone on the charge of Hadd of theft presence o f ‘Hirz’ is 

one of the necessary conditions to exist The thing which has been stolen 

must be in some safe custody called Hirz from where it has been stolen 

It is narrated from 'Amr bin Shuaib, that

"The Messenger of Allah was asked. ‘ For how much is the hand (of the 

thief) to be cut off?' He said 'The hand (of the thief) is not to be cut off 

for (stealing) fruit on the tree, but if (the fruit) has been taken to the 

place where it is stored to dry, then the (thief s) hand is to be cut off (if 

what is stolen is equivalent to) the price of a shield. The (thiefs) hand is 

not to be cut off for a sheep (stolen) from the grazing land, but if it had 

been put in the barnyard, then the (thiefs) hand is to be cut off (if what is 

stolen is equivalent to) the price of a shield "[ Ref. Mauta Imam Malik, 

No. 1525, in addition similar concept is stated in another Hadith in 

Sunan an-Nasai in The Book of Cutting off the Hand of the Thief]

This Hadith explains the concept of Hirz and the effect of absence of 

Hirz very clearly

15. The necessary ingredient of Hirz to constitute theft liable to

Hadd wanes mainly under following situations’

i. Firstly, if the act is committed by any of those persons who are

given access explicitly to the Hirz where the thing is kept by the owner
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of thing as in cases of master and servant, or host and guest etc. In 

presence of such association if someone takes something without the 

pel-mission of its owner it may constitute a crime like, cheating, 

embezzlement or fraud etc ; but it does not constitute the crime of theft 

liable to Hadd

li Secondly, in addition to husband and wife the Muslim Jurists 

includes all the relatives mentioned in verses 22-23 of Surah al-Nisa as 

Mehrams and in verse 61 of Surah al-Noor in which Allah has 

mentioned a list of relatives in houses of whom one is allowed to enter 

and eat there The list of relatives that are allowed to have implied 

permission of access to the Hirz of a person are mentioned in the Ayat 

61 of Surah al-Noor

in Thirdly, when the stolen thing is either lying unguarded at a public 

place or is publicly accessible like hanging fruits of a garden.

In all of these situations if someone takes something without the 

permission of its owner it may constitute a crime like, cheating, 

embezzlement or fraud etc , but it does not constitute the crime of theft 

liable to Hadd

16. The impugned sub-section 10(a) contains a list of those

persons who normally have implied permission of access to the place of 

Hirz of one and other Like husband and wife, father and son or brother 

and sister etc This list of persons is mentioned in section 10 (a) (l) (n)

(iii) and ( iv) On the basis of the fore referred veises of the Holy Quran 

of Surah al-Nisa and Surah al-Noor and relevant Ahadith, the Jurists
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have formulated the list of relatives which are included in persons 

having permissible access to the Hirz. [Ref:Bidaya wa al-smaya vol 7 

p.75, Fath al-Qadir vol 4 p 239, al-Ahkam al-sultania p.268] Hence, if 

they take anything from the Hirz it will not amount to theft. This 

principle is translated in different clauses of Section 10(a) which are as 

follows

i . iMajonty of the Muslim jurists are of the view that Hadd of theft 

cannot be implemented in cases of theft if committed by spouses 

inter-se i.e , if one of the spouses takes a thing of the other without 

permission or knowledge then it will not constitute theft [ Badiya 

al-smaya Vol 5 p 75, al-Zarqani vol.8 p 98, Abi Yala al-ahkam 

alsultaniya, kashaf al-Qina vol 6 p 114, Fath al-Qadir Vol 5p 382] 

. The juristic opinion which is stated in Section 10(a)(i) is based 

upon the following Hadith:

Hmd (bint ’Utba) said to the Holy Prophet > Jh >  i"iX) "Abu 
Sufyan is a miserly man and I need to take some money of his 

wealth " The Prophet QVS j3  Jit J~) said, "Take reasonably 
what is sufficient for you and your children " [ Ref Sahih al- 
Bukhari , Hadith No 7180]

u

9

The relation of father and son has a unique place in Islam which is 

expressed in this Hadith

Ql . jJ x ii &\ J j d . 4>' J -X  oilX
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A man came to the Messenger of Allah (/T Jb J* Jji J*'’), and 

said 'My father is taking all my wealth.' He said- 'You and your 

wealth belong to your father.' And the Messenger of Allah 

jb  j t  i/i J*) said- 'Your children are among the best of your

earnings, so eat from your wealth.” [Ref Sunan Ibn Majah, Kitab 

al-Tijarah Hadith 156 Vol. 3, Book 12, Hadith No.2292]. This 

Hadith makes everything so clear that nothing left doubtful 

regaiding the ownership of wealth and property between father 

and son On the basis of this principle jurists have included all the 

ascendant, paternal or maternal in this list which is mentioned in 

Section 10(a)(n).

iii. On the basis of the Hadith mentioned in preceding para and 

because the children have natural right to enter their parents' 

house which means they have implied as well as express right to 

have access to Hirz In addition they also have inheritance share in 

the property of their parents therefore the descendents are included 

in the list of the persons who are exempted from imposition of 

Hadel of theft if they take anything of their parents. In addition to 

the concept of legal and rightful access to the Hirz normally there 

exists the element of doubt in such like case which vitiates any 

Hadd too in such case. On these grounds the jurists have included 

children or descendants paternal or maternal in the category of 

person who have rightful access to a Hirz due to which they are 

exempted from implementation of Hadd of theft, these relations 

are mentioned in Section 10 (a)(ni)

iv On the above stated principle the Jurists have also included 

brothers or sisters of father or of mother, or brothers or sisters or 

their children in the same category because they have implied 

permission of access to the house of a person which is normally 

considered as Hirz [Ref Fath al Qadir Vol 5; Kashaf al-Qina 

vol.6 p.l 14,al-Zarqam vol 8 p.98] This principle of Islamic law is
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translated in section 10(a) (iv) and section 10(a) (v) of the 

impugned Ordinance.

v. Any person who enters Hirz with the express permission of the 

owner and commits theft then he is exempted from punishment of 

Hadd of Theft The basis of this is a Hadith “ If a guest commits 

theft his hand will not be cut as punishment of Hadd ” [ Jami 

Ahadith al Shia’ vol 30, p 942 No. 46861] If a guest steals 

something from the place he is allowed to stay by the host, then 

his hand will not be cut [ Ibn I Qudaima al Mughm, p.284, Bidava 

al-Sinaya vol 7 p 75] Section 10 (b) of the impugned Ordinance is 

based on a principle of Islamic law stated in this para

vi. Similarly a servant of a person is also included in the same 

category as of guest because a servant has a an implied as well as 

express permission of access to the Hirz, so when a servant or 

employee has committed theft from the 'Hirz' of his master or 

employer to which he is allowed to have access the Hadd of theft 

will not be implemented upon him. This is explained in a decision 

of Hazrat Umar It is reported that Abdullah ibn Amr ibn al- 

Hadrami brought a slave of his to Umar ibn al-Khattab and said to 

him, "Cut off the hand of this slave of mine. He has stolen " Umar 

said to him, "What did he steal9" He said, "He stole a mirror 

belonging to my wife Its value was sixty dirhams." Umar said, 

"Let him go His hand is not to be cut off He is your servant who 

has stolen your belongings "[ Muwatta Malik Book 41, Hadith No 

1537]

> >  ̂  ̂ s ✓ s'

ST^ O j C  j l i i O  jU liU  j t i i

In this situation where an employee or servant steels something 

from a Hirz to which he has implied or express permission of
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vil.

access, in that case he shall not be punished with Hadd of theft but 

may be subjected to some other crime as the case may be This 

principle of Islamic injunction is contained in Section 10(c)

In the opinion of the Muslim jurists, in case of theft of trivial or 

paltry things which are called ‘maal adam al-taqweem’ ( things of 

no value) like wild-giass. fish, bird, dog, pig, intoxicant, musical 

instrument or perishable foodstuffs for the preservation of which 

provision does not exist etc hand is not amputated [Fath-al Qaqir 

vol 5 p 371]. In any case their value must not increase the Nisab 

For stealing a paltry thing or a thing of less value than that of 

Nisab may constitute some other crime but not the theft liable to 

Hadd This concept of the Islamic law is mentioned in section 10 

(d) of the Ordinance It is based upon a Hadith narrated by Hazrat 

Ayesha (RA)

U) u>
(3 Au! (j-V̂  ̂ Age-

Hazrat Aysha (RA) narrated Sunnah of the Prophet s Jb Je Jii o")

regarding the non-amputation of hand upon the theft of cheap 

things she said : “during the period of the Holy Prophet hands 

were not amputated upon the theft of cheap things.” [ Musannaf 

Ibi Abi Shaiba Vol.5 page 477, Hadith No. 28114]

Another incidence is mentioned in the books of Ahadith 

elaborating the same principle of the Islamic Law Muhammad ibn 

Yahya ibn Hibban said A slave stole a plant of a palm-tree from 

the orchard of a man and planted it in the orchard of his master 

The owner of the plant went out in search of the plant and he 

found it He solicited help against the slave from Marwan ibn al- 

Hakam who was the Governor of Medina at that time Marwan 

confined the slave and intended to cut off his hand The slave's
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master went to Rafi' ibn Khadij and asked him about it He told 

him that he had heard the Messenger of Allah (p'* Jb >  lP)

saying: ‘The hand is not to be cut off for taking fruit or the pith of 

the palm-tree’. The man then said: Marwan has seized my slave 

and wants to cut off his hand 1 w ish you to go with me to him and 

tell him that w'hich you have heard from the Messenger of Allah 

(pb j ', >  in cP). So Raff ibn Khadij went with him and came to

Marwan ibn al-Hakam Raff said to him. I heard the Messenger of 

Allah (p i Jb Ji i i  oU) saying The hand is not to be cut off for

taking fruit or the pith of the palm-tree’ So Marwan gave orders 

to release the slave and then he was released [Sunan Abu Dawuid, 

Kitab al-Hudood ].The concept that in case of stealing of trivial 

things, the value of which is less than Nisab, the Hadd of theft will 

not be implemented does not mean that the person will go scot- 

free. In such situation the person who commits theft may or may 

not be subjected to tazir depending upon the situation of the case

viii. The concept of Nisab is also relevant to a property which is jointly 

owned by a person who commits theft and the person from whose 

custody the property is stolen The jurists are of the opinion that if 

someone steals a thing from his partner or from his creditor then 

his hand will not be cut as a punishment of Hadd In such cases he 

may be punished for commission of some other crime but not theft 

liable to Hadd ( Fath I Qadir vol 5 p 376-77). These tw’o concepts 

of Islamic Law are translated into section 10 (e) and 10 (1) 

Section 10 (e) explains a situation when the offender has a share 

in the stolen property the value of which, after deduction of his 

share, is less than the 'msab', and Section 10(f) states the case
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when a creditor steals his debtor’s property the value of which 

after deduction of the amount due to him, is less than the 'nisab';

ix . There are plenty of Ahadith which explicitly state that the hand of 

a thief will not be cut if the value of the stolen property in less 

than to a certain value this is called “Nisab’. The term Nisab is 

explained m many different ways to express its value. In the light 

of all such Ahadith the value of Nisab is calculated by the 

legislators m term of gold as 4 457 grains which is stated in the 

impugned Ordinance as:

“6. Nisab' The 'nisab' for theft liable to 'hadd' is four 
decimal four five seven (4 457) grams of gold, or other 
property of equivalent value, at the tune of theft 
Explanation If theft is committed from the same 'hirz' in 
more than one transaction, or from more than one 'hirz' and 
the value of the stolen property in each case is less than the 
'nisab', it is not theft liable to 'hadd' even if the value of the 
property involved in all the cases adds up to or exceeds, the 
'nisab' ”

The Holy Prophet (SAW) said The hand of a thief shall not be 

amputated unless the price of a stolen property reaches or 

equivalent to one fourth of a Dina [Muslcat vol 3 Hadith No742 

this Hadith is narrated in many book of Ahadith]
✓  ✓

jLjp OjtwJl OJ *Ja£i ^ " jsLCi) aj,jl JLfr J l5

In another Hadith it is narrated by Hazrat Aysha (RA) that . A 
thiefs hand was not cut off for stealing something cheaper than a 
Hajafa or a Turs (two kinds of shields), each of which was worth a 
price.

4  j  i i l  J U  ^  j i  g i a  0361

-f „

All the above mentioned Hadith are taken from Bukhari kitab al 
hudood
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(5 *Jaki 1̂)1 To AviJi 6 ' 4xii tj& j z J j iz  iif*

‘Hazrat Aysha (RA) said The prophet ( f ) Jb  J* Jji J  ) used to cut 
off a thief’s hand for one fourth of a dinar and upwards

Where someone takes out a property in which he has joint 

ownership will not be punished of Hadd of theft this preposition is 

based on following Ahadith reported by Ibn I Ubaid (RA) that 

once he was sitting with Hazrat Ah (RA) in a meeting where he 

was distributing the Khums and a person from Hazarmaut stole a 

hammer of steel form there he was caught and produced before 

Hazrat Ah (RA) and Hazrat All gave a judgment that “his hand 

will not be cut because he also had share in the Khums however 

he embezzled.

It was narrated from Ibn Abbas that : one of the slaves of who 

himself was part of Khums stole something from the Khumus, 

and the matter was referred to the Holy Prophet ( ^ > Jh J* iT) but

he did not cut off his hand, and he said 1 The Property of Allah. 

(SAW) part of it stealing another part' [Ref Sunan Ibn Majah 

Vol. 3, Book 20, Hadith 2590]

ji ajs uJ l\& J j£ si£

r ? ,*> >

This concept becomes more clearer in a judgment delivered by 

Hazrat Ah It is reported by Ibn I Ubaid (RA) that once he was 

sitting with Hazrat All (RA) in meeting where he was distributing 

the Khums and a person from Hazarmaut stole a hammer of steel 

form there he was caught and produced before Hazrat Ali (RA) 

and Hazrat Ali gave a judgment that “his hand will not be cut
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because also had share in the Khums however he embezzled. [

Sunnan al-kubra , Bahiqi vol 8 p 489 Hadith No. 17305],

Section 10 (g) is based upon a general principle of Shariah which 
is generally applicable in matters related to the implementation of 
Hadd including the lladd of theft also This section states that 
when the offender has committed theft under 'lkrah' or ’iztrar’ then 
the punishment of amputation of hand as Hadd of theft is not

implemented. The term TkralT (ei/l) means coercion or duress it 
is a general exception regarding applicability of rules and law

under Islamic Injunctions Similarly the term ‘Iztrar’ Qi/N) means 
‘considerable urgency constraint’, it is also a general exception to 
applicability of the rules and the law The cases of theft in which 
Ikrah or Iztrar is found the punishment of Hadd of theft is not 
implemented. In section 10(g) of the Ordinance, these terms are 
explained as

“In this clause- (i) "Ikrah" means putting any person in fear 
of injury to the person, property or honour of that or any 
other person, and

(n) "Iztrar" means a situation in which a person is in 
apprehension of death due to extreme hunger or thirst,”

Following verses of the Holy Quran are the basis of the Islamic 

law for the formulation of the principle creating general exception 

for application of any rule or law

l'*- •? ; -JJi -

“But if someone is compelled by necessity -  neither driven by 
desire nor exceeding immediate need -  then there is no sin 
upon him; for Allah is All-Forgiving, Most Merciful.” [al- 
Baqarah 173]

[r SjjLjl] ajjlQli

“But if anyone is compelled by severe hunger, not intending 
to sin, then Allah is All-Forgiving, Most Merciful ”[al- 
Maidah 3]

l1™

“However, if someone is compelled by necessity -  neither 
driven by desire nor transgressing due limit -  then your Lord 
is All-Forgiving, Most Merciful ”
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no

“But if one is compelled by necessity -  neither driven by 
desire nor exceeding the need -  then Allah is All- 
Forgiving, Most Merciful ” [al-Nehal].

This principle of Islamic law of general exception to the 
applicability of rules or the law which is mentioned in 
these verses is also explained in the following Hadith as :

b d \  J S l i l  0 1 -  4 * 1 *  < u i t  ( A i j  J I S

The Messenger of Allah (^> Jb _■ Jii <J") said : “Allah has 
forgiven for me my nation their mistakes and 
forgetfulness, and what they are forced to do.” [Sunan Ibn 
Majah Vol. 3, Book 10, Hadith No. 2043]

xi. The provision contained in section 10 (h) which states 

that when the offender, before his apprehension on 

account of repentance, has returned the stolen property to 

the victim and surrenders himself to the authority 

concerned then in that case the Hadd of theft shall not be 

implemented. This principle of Sunnah explained in a 

Ahadith.

• jjii ( j *  (jtxb Li L̂S S 1

“The Holy Prophet (pA Jb > iiJO  said: Settle the matter of 

hudood among yourselves and grant forgiveness, if a 

matter reaches to me then it becomes wajib on me.” 

[Sunnan Abi Daud, Hadith No 4376].
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This Hadith gives us a clear direction that parties should 

try to settle the matter of hudood before reaching to the 

court of law. There are many other instances where the 

Holy Prophet (SAW) gave similar directions to us. There 

is another case which contains similar directions. It is 

reported in many books of Ahadith as:

^ j  ,- I )  f  ^

^JL) sl5li ^vw'j p

4j j u s

aj UiSl jli Joo jli 1̂13 j odsj'uil ^

jlii JlSj J 1 LxJaili

- i jh  J p U j i i a l

It was narrated from Safwan bin Umayyah that: “a man 

stole his Burdah, so he brought him before the Holy 

Prophet (/"-• Jfi >  JO, who ordered that his hand be cut 

off. He said: "0 Messenger of Allah, I will let him have 

it.” He said: "0 Abu Wahb! Why did not you do that 

before you brought him to me?" [Sunan Nisai , vol.3, 

Hadith No. 1190]

17. We have thoroughly examined each and every sub

section of the impugned sections 9 and 10 of the Offences 

Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979 

from the touchstone of Islamic Injunctions. There is no 

provision in these two impugned sections which is un-Islamic.
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18. For the foregoing reasons, we do not find any force

in the petition, hence, is hereby dismissed in-hmine.

X

_ _ _  k X _ _
MR. JUSTICE MUHAMMAD NOOR MESKANZAI, 

CHIEF JUSTICE

MR. JUSTlC^SH'AUkAT ALT RAKHSHANI
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